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People face many decisions where
they need trusted, comprehensible
information about risks and benefits.
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they need trusted, comprehensible
information about risks and benefits.

What they get is often disappointing.







(http://www.ready.gov/america/_downloads/nuclear.pdf
)



We are not responsible if information that we
make available on this site is not accurate,
complete or current. The materials on this site
are provided for general information only, and
any reliance upon the material found on this site
will be at your own risk. We reserve the right to
modify the contents of the site at any time, but
we have no obligation to update any information
on this site. You agree that it is your
responsibility to monitor changes to the site
http://www.ready.gov/america/other/notices.html

A Disclaimer



Failure, despite good intentions,
suggests flawed management.
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Principles: Risk Communication

is multi-faceted
conveys potential for good and bad

outcomes
is a two-way street
is science based
provides context
is tailored to audience needs



Strategic Goals

Strengthen the science that supports
effective risk communication

Expand FDA’s capacity to generate,
disseminate, and oversee effective
risk communication

Optimize FDA’s policies on communicating
product risks and benefits





The FDA’s job is to minimize risks through education,
regulation, and enforcement. To be credible …, the
agency must communicate frequently and clearly about
risks and benefits...

For these communications to have credibility, the public
must trust the agency to base its decisions on science.
[That] requires a culture that encourages scientific
exchange and respects alternative viewpoints.

Transparency is a potent element … to enhance the work
of the FDA and its credibility ... Whenever possible, the
FDA should provide the data on which it bases its
regulatory decisions … and explain its decision-making
process to the public.
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Staffing Needs

Domain specialists, for representing the
science relevant to the decisions

Decision analysts, for identifying the
information critical to choices

Social scientists, for designing and
evaluating human engagement

System specialists, for creating and
maintaining engagement channels



Staffing Needs

Domain specialists, for representing the
science relevant to the decisions

Decision analysts, for identifying the
information critical to choices

Social scientists, for designing and
evaluating human engagement

System specialists, for creating and
maintaining engagement channels

All working on their own tasks



Supply-Side Barriers

separation of analytical, descriptive,
intervention researchers

isolation of researchers from
practitioners

sweeping claims about competence
predisposition toward manipulation
…



Demand-Side Barriers

institutional inertia
inappropriate staffing
isolation from lay concerns
indifference to lay concerns
incentive for lay confusion
…



technocratic
control

paternalistic
regulation

irrational public

free marketspopular
democracy

hyper-rational
public

“conservative”“liberal”Political predisposition:

Behavioral assumption:

Political Aversion to Evidence:
Claims of Public Competence
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A Complex Working Hypothesis

People usually do sensible things if they

– get relevant information in a concise,
credible, comprehensible form

– are judged by their own goals.

– have control over their environment

– have basic decision-making competence
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